Abstract-Deep learning frameworks have achieved overwhelming superiority in many fields of pattern recognition in recent years. However, the application of deep learning frameworks in image steganalysis is still in its initial stage. In this paper we firstly proved that the convolution phase and the quantization & truncation phase are not learnable for deep neural networks. Then on the basis of the theoretical analysis, we proposed a new hybrid deep-learning framework for JPEG steganalysis, which is made up of two hybrid parts. The first part is hand-crafted. It corresponds to the the convolution phase and the quantization & truncation phase of the rich models. The second part is a compound deep neural network containing three CNN subnets in which the model parameters are learnable during the training procedure. We have conducted extensive experiments on large-scale dataset extracted from ImageNet. Primary dataset used in our experiments contains one million images, while our largest dataset contains ten million images. The large-scale experiments show that our proposed framework outperforms all other steganalytic models (hand-crafted or deeplearning based) in the literature. Furthermore, the experimental results revealed that our proposed framework possesses some great features, including well attacking-target transfer ability and insensitive to altered JPEG block artifact.
I. Introduction
S TEGANOGRAPHY is the art of covert communications. As the adversary of steganography, steganalysis focuses on developing methods for detecting the presence of secret messages concealed by steganography [1] . In the digital era, digital images are among the most ideal cover works due to the fact that they are easy to acquire and widely distributed in the internet. As a result, digital image steganography and steganalysis has become a research hotspot in the field of information security in recent years.
Digital image steganography can be divided into two categories: spatial-domain image steganography and frequencydomain image steganography. The de facto sole frequencydomain image steganography is JPEG image steganography, which keeps attracting great scholarly attention in recent years. In both categories, almost all of the state-of-the-art steganographic algorithms adopt content-adaptive embedding schemes [2] , [3] . Most of these schemes use an additive distortion function defined as the sum of costs of all changed elements. From early HUGO [4] and WOW [5] , to latest HILL [6] , [7] , MVG [8] and MiPOD [9] , the past few years witness the flourish of additive schemes in spatial domain. In JPEG domain, UED [10] and UERD [11] are two additive schemes with good security. UNIWARD proposed by Holub et al. [12] is an additive distortion function which can be applied for embedding in spatial domain and JPEG domain. Its JPEG version, J-UNIWARD outperforms other state-of-theart JPEG steganographic algorithms [11] , [12] . Research on non-additive distortion functions has made great progress in spatial domain [13] , [14] . However, no non-additive scheme has been proposed in JPEG domain, as far as we know. Although utilizing side information of a pre-cover image (raw or uncompressed) can improve the security of JPEG steganography [11] , [12] , side-informed JPEG stegangraphy is not desirable for practical applications since pre-cover images are scarce compared with handy JPEG format covers.
Steganalysis, on the other hand, has evolved from early targeted steganalytic algorithms [15] , [16] into universal steganalytic frameworks. Most of modern universal steganalytic detectors are the combination of a rich model that include tens of thousands of features [17] - [20] and an ensemble classifier [21] . In spatial domain, SRM [17] and its selectionchannel-aware variants [18] - [20] reign supreme. In JPEG domain, DCTR [22] is a steganalytic features set with relatively low dimensionality and competitive performance. PHARM proposed by Holub et al. [23] exhibits better performance, although with higher dimensionality w.r.t. DCTR. In [24] , Denemark et al. proposed SCA, a selection-channel-aware variant of JPEG rich models, e.g. DCTR and PHARM, targeted at content-adaptive JPEG steganography 1 . In recent years, with help of parallel computing ability provided by GPGPU (general-purpose computing on graphics processing units) and huge amounts of training data, deep learning frameworks have achieved overwhelming superiority over conventional approaches in many fields of pattern recognition and machine learning [25] . The researchers in image steganalysis have also started to invest effort in applying deep learning frameworks to this field [26] - [30] . In [26] , Tan and Li firstly explored the application of stacked convolutional auto-encoders, a specific form of deep learning frameworks in image steganalysis. In [27] , Qian et al. proposed a steganalyzer based on CNN (convolutional neural network), whose performance is close to SRM. In [28] , Pibre et al. 1 The acronyms listed here for the steganographic and steganalytic algorithms are taken from the original papers. The corresponding full names are omitted for brevity.
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revealed that CNN based steganalyzer can achieve superior performance when there are fixed modification patterns in stego images. In [29] , [30] , Xu et al. constructed another CNN based steganalyzer equiped with BN (batch normalization) layers. Its performance surpass SRM. However, like their richmodel-based competitors [17] - [20] , [22] - [24] , the above approaches [26] - [30] are all focus on spatial-domain steganalysis and are all evaluated on BOSSBase (v1.01), a small-scale image database [31] . BOSSBase (v1.01) is by far the de facto benchmarking image dataset in the field of steganography and steganalysis. Whereas with only 10,000 images BOSSBase is argued to be not an adequate representative of real-world steganalysis performance [32] . None of them addresses the application of deep learning frameworks in JPEG domain steganalysis, which does not match the widespread use of JPEG images.
In this paper, we firstly proved that the two crucial components of rich models, the convolutional kernels used to extract diverse noise residuals and the threshold quantizers used to reduce model complexity can not be efficiently learned by deep-learning frameworks. Based on the theoretical analysis, we proposed a hybrid deep-learning framework for large-scale JPEG steganalysis. It is the assembly of the bottom handcrafted diverse convolutional-kernels & threshold-quantizers pairs and the upper compact deep-learning models. Extensive experiments conducted on ImageNet [33] , a large-scale image dataset which contains more than fourteen million JPEG images show that the performance of our proposed framework is far superior to both rich-model-based steganalyzers and other deep-learning-based steganalyzers in the literature. Furthermore, the proposed hybrid deep-learning framework exhibits good properties, including good transfer ability among different steganographic algorithms, performance stability among different scales of datasets, and insensitivity of the impact of JPEG block artifact.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. II firstly provides a theoretical foundation of our proposed approach and then describes our proposed hybrid deep-learning framework in details. Results for experiments conducted on ImageNet dataset are presented in Sect. III. Finally, we conclude the proposed approach in Sect. IV.
II. Hybrid deep-learning framework for large-scale JPEG steganalysis
A. Preliminaries
State-of-the-art JPEG rich-model based steganalytic algorithms [22] - [24] take decompressed JPEG images as input. Like their spatial-domain companions, the feature extraction procedure of JPEG rich models can be divided into three phases:
• Convolution: The target image is convolved with a set of kernel matrices to generate diverse types of noise residuals. The purpose of this phase is to suppress the image contents as far as possible.
• Quantization and truncation (Q&T for short): Different quantized and truncated versions of each residual are calculated to further improve the diversity of the resulting features, as well as reduce the computational complexity.
• Pooling: Aggregation of the values in noise residuals to further reduce feature dimensions and generate the final rich-model steganalytic feature set. Take DCTR [22] for example. Given a M × N JPEG image, it is firstly decompressed to the corresponding spatial-domain version X ∈ R M×N . Sixty-four 8 × 8 DCT basis patterns are defined as
where
to generate 64 noise residuals U (k,l) , 0 ≤ k, l ≤ 7:
Then the elements in each U (k,l) are quantized with a predefined quantization step q and then truncated with a given threshold T . The DCTR features are built by a particular pooling operation, namely collecting a specific first-order statistic separately for the absolute values of the quantized and truncated elements in each U (k,l) . In [26] , we have already pointed out that by virtue of the structure, rich steganalytic models exhibit similarity to CNN. CNN is a cascade of alternating convolutional layers, regulation layers (e.g. BN layers) and pooling layers. Regardless of the types of the layers, they are made up of units that have learnable weights and biases. Each unit receives inputs from some units of a previous layer, performs a dot product with weights and optionally follows it with a nonlinear point-wise activation function. CNN can be trained using backpropagation algorithm. Denote the cascade of layers in a given CNN as
i j denotes the weight associated with unit i in L l and unit j in L l+1 , while b (l) j denotes the bias associated with unit j in L l+1 . z (l+1) j denotes the weighted sum of inputs to unit j in L l+1 :
and a 
)}, the goal of backpropagation algorithm is to minimize J(W, b) which denotes the overall cost function with respect to W and b:
in which R(W) is the regularization term and J(W, b; x (h) , y (h) ) is the error metric with respect to a single example (x (h) , y (h) ). To achieve this goal, for each training sample backpropagation algorithm firstly performs a feedforward pass and computes the activations for layers L 2 , L 3 and so on up to the output layer L n . Then it performs a backpropagation pass in which from the output layer L n down to the second last layer L 2 the partial derivatives with respect to W (l) i j and b
Gradient descent algorithm is used to find the optimal W and b. In the optimization procedure, it updates W and b according to steps proportional to the negative of the average of m gradients each of which is the vector whose components are the partial derivatives in (5) [34] .
B. Theoretical analysis
Although rich steganalytic models exhibit similarity to CNN, in former researches it has been observed that CNN is hard to learn some core components in rich models, especially the specific kernel matrices in convolutional operation of rich models [26] - [28] . However as far as we know, no theoretical analysis is made for this phenomenon. In the following propositions, we show that not only the convolution phase but also the Q&T phase of rich models are not learnable for CNN.
Proposition 1.
1) The kernel matrices used to generate noise residuals in rich models can not be evolved from the randomly initialized kernels of a convolutional layer in CNN. This problem is unsolvable even with traditional data preprocessing strategies. 2) Better performing kernels can not be evolved from the kernels possessing the same parameters as those used in rich models, provided the model is trained with gradient descent algorithm.
Proof: In the contexts of steganography and steganalysis, an input image can be represented as X = (
M×N denotes the corresponding grayscale cover image. When X is a stego image, N = (n pq ) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} M×N denotes the zero mean stego noise if a ternary embedding scheme is adopted in steganography. When X is an innocent cover image, N is a zero matrix.
Suppose that we want to train a convolutional layer with kernels of size of m × n to generate noise residuals, it should be located at the second layer of the CNN hierarchy. Please note that the convolution in a convolutional layer is just one sort of representation of the dot product with local-connectedand-shared weights. As a result, from (3), let l = 2, replace the one-dimensional index with two-dimensional index used in a convolutional layer and restrict the size of the dot product to m × n, we can get: (7) is hold due to the fact that the convolutional layer is fed with input images therefore a (1) kl = x kl , and by average |c pq | is two orders of magnitude larger than |n pq |. According to (5) and (6) we can see that in one iteration of backpropagation, when the gradient is backpropagated to L 2 ,
j due to the fact that all of the commonly used activation functions, including Sigmoid, TanH and ReLU are monotonic increasing. As a result
j . According to (7), the influence of stego noise N to
Therefore gradient descent algorithm will be guided by the cover image contents rather than the stego noise. No explicit guidelines to supervise gradient descent algorithm to suppress cover image contents at the same time strengthen stego noise. As a result, the kernel matrices used to generate noise residuals in rich models can not be evolved from the CNN convolutional kernels. Furthermore, since during the training procedure stego noise is mixed with image contents, traditional data preprocessing strategies, including mean subtraction, normalization, and whitening cannot narrow the gap of the order of magnitude between |c pq | and |n pq |. Thus data preprocessing strategies cannot help resolving the problem. The proof of Part 1) is obtained.
Since the proof is irrelevant to the initial state of the kernels of the corresponding convolutional layers. Thus the influence of {n pq } to
) still can be neglected even trained from the convolutional kernels possessing the same parameters as those used in rich models. Therefore the proof of Part 2) is also obtained.
Proposition 2.
1) The Q&T non-linearity saturates and kills gradients so that can not be put in the pipeline of gradient descent.
2) The Q&T in rich models can be neither evolved from commonly used activation functions in CNN, nor imitated by a cascade of layers in CNN.
Proof: The Q&T in rich models takes noise residuals generated by kernel matrices as input. They can be modeled as: where z (2) j is an element of a given noise residual, a (2) j is the corresponding activation output, q is the quantization step, [·] denotes the rounding operation, and T is a predefined threshold. (8) can be rewritten as a staircase function:
where k ∈ Z, χ A k is an indicator function of A k and {A k } is a union of intervals:
Therefore the derivative:
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function which is zero everywhere except at zero point is infinite. As a result f (z (2) j ) is zero along the entire domain of z (2) j except the set of points {−T + 0.5, −T + 1.5, · · · , T − 1.5, T − 0.5}. According to (6) we can see that if (8) is used as the activation function, the partial derivative it passes on will become infinite, namely no derivative if z (2) i is located at each point of the set {−T + 0.5, −T + 1.5, · · · , T − 1.5, T − 0.5}, otherwise zero. The corresponding gradient saturates if the partial derivative it passes on approaches to zero, and is killed if there is no derivative. Thus the proof of Part 1) is obtained. Likewise, when a cascade of layers in CNN try to learn a staircase function represented in (9) the backpropagation will get stuck since the corresponding partial derivatives transmitted in the layers will approach to zero or infinite. Thus the proof of Part 2) is also obtained.
C. Our proposed hybrid deep-learning framework
According to the theoretical analysis in Sect. II-B, we propose a hybrid deep-learning framework whose conceptual architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The proposed framework is composed of two parts. The first part corresponds to the convolution phase and the Q&T phase of the rich models. More specifically, this part of our framework incorporated the first two phases of DCTR [22] . All the model parameters in this part are hand-crafted and gradient-descent-based learning is disabled. What makes this part different from DCTR is that DCTR uses sixty-four 8 × 8 DCT basis patterns and only one Q&T combination, while the first part of our proposed 
and three Q&T combinations, namely (T = 4, Q = 1), (T = 4, Q = 2) and (T = 4, Q = 4). Given an input image, the convolution phase outputs twenty-five residual maps. The residual maps pass through the Q&T phase. Three different groups of quantized and truncated residual maps are generated. They constitute the input of the second part. The second part is a compound deep CNN network in which the model parameters are learnable during the training procedure. The bottom of the second part contains three independent subnets with identical structures. Each one of the subnets corresponds to one group of quantized and truncated residual maps. They take the residual maps as input and generate three feature vectors, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2 , two types of subnet configurations are adopted in our proposed framework. Both of them contain three convolutional layers and output 512-D (512 dimensional) feature vector. The first one, denoted as type1 (Fig. 2(a) ) is a simplified configuration modified from the framework proposed by Xu et al. [29] 2 . The second one, denoted as type2 (Fig. 2(b) ) is a traditional CNN configuration. Compared with the first configuration, it adopts progressive pooling layers and replaces the unusual 1 × 1 convolutional kernels in the top-most convolutional layer with traditional 3 × 3 kernels. With progressing pooling layers, type2 subnet is a relative GPU memory conservation model. The GPU memory requirement of type2 is only one-seventh of that of type1. Both of the configurations have in common are the BN layers which follow every convolutional layers.
The three 512-D feature vectors outputted by the bottom subnets are concatenated together to generate a single 1536-D feature vector, which is then fed into a top four-layer fullyconnected neural network to output the final prediction. The first layer of the fully-connected neural network consist of 800 neurons, the second layer consist of 400 neurons, while the third layer consist of 200 neurons. ReLU activation functions are used in all of the three layers. The top layer contains two neurons which denote "stego" prediction and "cover" prediction, respectively. Softmax function is used to output probabilities of the two predictions.
State-of-the-art deep-learning researches revealed that ensemble prediction with independently trained deep-learning models can significantly improve the performance [35] . We also bring in model ensemble in the final prediction. Five versions of our proposed deep-learning models are independently trained. When testing, ensemble predictions (majority voting) are performed with them.
In a nutshell, the basic concepts behind our proposed hybrid deep-learning framework are listed as follow: 1) We approve the concepts behind rich models [17] that model diversity is crucial to the performance of steganalytic detectors. The model diversity of our proposed framework is represented in twenty-five DCT basis patterns in the hand-crafted convolutional layer and the three Q/T combinations that followed. There are total 25 × 3 = 75 sub-models in our proposed framework. 2) We believe that as pointed out in [29] , [36] , batch normalization is an efficient regularizer to boost the performance of our proposed framework. As a result, BN layers are inserted following the convolutional layers for both the configurations of the subnets in Fig. 2 . 3) We believe that under the same depth condition, the subnet CNN models with intermediate feature maps larger in size should retain more information useful for model learning, although with the cost of GPU memory consumption. Therefore our proposed framework with type1 subnet should behave better than that with type2 subnet. 4) We believe that ensemble of independently trained models based on our proposed framework can boost the steganalytic performance and further eliminate the performance difference between different configurations of the subnets. All of the above concepts are verified in our extensive experiments, as shown in Sect. III.
III. Experimental results

A. Experiment setups
We adopt ImageNet [33] , a large-scale image dataset which contains more than fourteen million JPEG images to evaluate the steganalytic performance of our proposed hybrid deeplearning framework. All of the experiments are conducted on a GPU cluster with eight NVIDIA ® Tesla ® K80 GPU cards. Based on machine capacity considerations, we restrict the size of the target images to 256 × 256. 50K, 500K and 5, 000K JPEG images with size larger than 256 × 256 are randomly picked out from ImageNet. Their left-top 256 × 256 regions are cropped, greyed and then JPEG re-compressed with quality factor 75. The resulting images constitute the following three basic cover image datasets:
• basic50K: Mainly used for small-scale verification experiments to determine hyper-parameters of our proposed framework.
• basic500K: The major dataset for most all of our experiments. 
Quantization Steps & Threshold
BN Layers
With All Without BN1 Without All Nine 3 × 3 DCTR kernels (4, 1), (4, 1.5), (4, 2) 73.1% 70.6% 50.1% (4, 2), (4, 2), (4, 2) 72.8% 70.1% 50.0% (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 4) 73.2% 71.0% 50.1% (2, 1), (4, 2), (6, 4) 71.2% 68.5% 50.0% (6, 1), (4, 2), (2, 4) 70.6% 67.8% 50.0%
Twenty-five 5 × 5 DCTR kernels (4, 1), (4, 1.5), (4, 2) 74.3% 72.4% 50.1% (4, 2), (4, 2), (4, 2) 74.1% 72.4% 50.1% (4, 1) 70.8% 69.4% 50.1% (4, 1), (4, 2) 72.5% 70.2% 50.1% (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 4) 74.5% 72.5% 50.1%
(2, 1), (4, 2), (6, 4) 73.6% 72.0% 50.1% (6, 1), (4, 2), (2, 4) 72.6% 71.7% 50.0% Sixty-four 8 × 8 DCTR kernels (4, 1), (4, 1.5), (4, 2) 72.5% 71.4% 50.0% (4, 2), (4, 2), (4, 2) 72.7% 71.2% 50.1% (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 4) 72.9% 71.2% 50.1% (2, 1), (4, 2), (6, 4) 71.9% 70.2% 50.0% (6, 1), (4, 2), (2, 4) 71.5% 70.1% 50.1% Thirty 5 × 5 PHARM kernels (4, 1), (4, 1.5), (4, 2) 72.0% 70.8% 50.1% (4, 2), (4, 2), (4, 2) 70.6% 68.8% 50.0% (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 4) 72.1% 70.8% 50.1% (2, 1), (4, 2), (6, 4) 70.3% 68.6% 50.0% (6, 1), (4, 2), (2, 4) 70.2% 68.7% 50.0%
• basic5000K: The largest-scale dataset used in our experiments. Due to the limitation of machine capacity, relevant experiments are only conducted for stego images with 0.4 bpnzAC (bits per non-zero cover AC DCT coefficient).
Our implementation is based on the publicly available Caffe toolbox [37] with our implemented hand-crafted convolutional layer with DCT basis patterns and Q/T layer according to (8) . Our proposed models are trained using mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with "step" learning rate starting from 0.01 and a momentum fixed to 0.9. The batch size in the training procedure is 64 and the maximum number of the iterations is set to 200K.
J-UNIWARD [12] , UERD [11] and UED [10] , the three state-of-the-art JPEG domain steganographic schemes are our attacking targets in the experiments. The default parameters of the three steganographic schemes are adopted in all of our experiments. 80% cover images are randomly selected from basic50K, basic500K, and basic5000K, respectively. They constitute the training set along with their corresponding stego images. The rest 20% cover-stego pairs in the dataset are for testing. We further guarantee that the cover images included in an arbitrary train set of the three datasets will not appear in all of the three testing sets.
B. Impact of the framework structure on the performance In Tab. I, we compare the effect of different Q/T combinations, different hand-crafted convolutional kernels, and the presence of BN layers. The verfication experiments are conducted on basic50K. From Tab. I we can see that under the same conditions, DCTR kernels always perform better than PHARM kernels [23] . The experimental results support our choice that incorporate DCTR kernels in our proposed framework. 5×5 DCTR kernels can achieve significant performance improvement compared to 3 × 3 DCTR kernels. However, the performance of the more complex 8 × 8 DCTR kernels is not even as good as the 3 × 3 DCTR kernels, which indicates that increasing the size of the convolutional kernels cannot always improve the performance of our proposed framework though at the cost of increasing model complexity. Different Q/T combinations also affect the performance of our proposed framework. The combinations with three different quantization steps and the same threshold are of relatively good costeffectiveness. BN layers in the subnets are crucial to our proposed framework, especially the first one at the bottom 
C. Comparison to prior art
In Fig. 3 , we compare the performance of our proposed frameworks with two subnet configurations and other steganalytic models in the literature. The framework proposed by Xu et al. [29] is referred as Xu's model here. From Fig. 3 we can see that our proposed framework can obtain significant performance improvement compared with DCTR, more advanced PHARM, and even recently proposed selectionchannel-aware JPEG rich model SCA-PHARM. Its superiority is more obvious in basic500K. This is due to the fact that with more training samples raised by one magnitude, the large-scale basic500K dataset with 800,000 training samples is more favor of deep-learning frameworks like the one proposed by us. If only consider the performance of a single model, our proposed framework with type1 subnets behaves better than its companion with type2 subnets. Furthermore, the final prediction conducted by the ensembled five independently trained models shows that model ensemble can improve the detection accuracy by 1% regardlesss of the type of the underlying subnet models. Since the performance of our proposed framework with type1 subnets is always better than that with type2 subnets. We insist on using type1 subnets in the following experiments. On the contrary, for all of the four steganographic algorithms, the performance of Xu's model is poor, whether on small-scale basic50K or on large-scale basic500K.
In Fig. 4 , testing accuracies versus training iterations for our proposed framework with type1 subnet are shown when experiments are conducted on basic50K, basic500K and basic5000K, our largest-scale dataset, respectively. The tests are conducted on standalone testing dataset every 1 × 10 4 iterations and the framework is trained for 20 × 10 4 iterations in total. Only stego images with 0.4bpnzAC are included in the experiments owing to the limitation of machine capacity. Even so for basic5000K there are four million cover-stego pairs, namely eight million images evolved in a training epoch. Our proposed deep-learning framework shows strong learning capacity along with the growth of training samples. From  Fig. 4 we can see that the curve of testing accuracy for the framework trained in basic5000K not only is of the best stability one but also is of the best performance. Please also note that 20×10 4 iterations is roughly equivalent to 256 epochs for basic50K, 25.6 epochs for bsic500K, and only 2.56 epochs for basic5000K. Therefore the great potential of our proposed framework with large-scale training dataset maybe still not completely shown.
D. Further analysis
In Fig. 5 , we observe the attacking-target transfer ability of our proposed framework with type1 subnets. From Fig. 5 we can see that our proposed framework trained with J-UNIWARD stego images and then tested with UERD/UED stego images suffers roughly 3% − 4% detection performance degradation compared with that trained and tested with the same type of stego images. However, the detection performance degradation is acceptable especially for the detection of UED stego images given that UED works in a very different way compared with J-UNIWARD.
8 × 8 block processing during JPEG compression introduces block artifact, which can be used as intrinsic statistical characteristic of JPEG cover images. Secret bits embedded in DCT domain tend to impair block artifact, therefore leaves traces which can be utilized by steganalyzers. One interesting problem is that how much the performance of our proposed framework depends on catching the intrinsic statistical characteristic of block artifact. In Fig. 6 , we observe the impact Comparison of attacking-target transfer ability of our proposed framework. The experiments are conducted on basic500K dataset and our proposed framework with type1 subnets is used. The notations in the legend take the form of the target in training and the target in testing delimited by a slash (/). For example, "J-UNIWARD/UERD" means that J-UNIWARD stego images are used in training while UERD stego images are used in testing.
of altered block artifact on the performance of our proposed framework. The testing set in basic500K contains left-top cropped images in which the original DCT grid alignment is preserved. Now for every testing images in basic500K, their corresponding original ImageNet images are re-compressed with quality factor 75 and then greyed again. their central 256 × 256 regions are cropped to constitute a new testing set. Since central cropping can not preserve the original DCT grid alignment in most cases, as a result the block artifacts in the images of the new testing set are different from those in the training set. However, from Fig. 6 we can see the performance of our proposed model on the new testing set is almost identical with the original testing set in basic500K. The experimental results reveal that the impact of altered block artifact on the performance of our proposed model is small. Our proposed framework has catched more complex intrinsic statistical characteristic besides block artifact.
IV. Concluding remarks
The application of deep-learning framework in image steganalysis has drawn attention from many researchers in the literature. In this paper we proposed a hybrid deep-learning framework for large-scale JPEG steganalysis. The major contributions of this work are as follows:
• We have proposed a new hyrid deep-learning framework for JPEG steganalysis, which contains a hand-crafted part borrowed from rich models and a learnable part which is composed of a compound deep CNN network.
• As the theoretical basis of the introduction of the handcrafted part in our proposed model, we proved that the the convolutional operation and the Q&T in rich models are not learnable for deep-learning framework.
• We have conducted extensive experiments on large-scale training/testing set extracted from ImageNet. The largest dataset used in our experiments contains ten million Fig. 6 . The impact of altered block artifact on the performance of our proposed framework. In the experiments the target steganography is set to UED, UERD, and J-UNIWARD with 0.4bpnzAC. All of the models are trained on basic500K. In the legend "C" in parentheses denotes the corresponding trained frameworks tested on the central cropped version of basic500K, while "L" in parentheses denotes those trained on the original basic500K. For example, "J-UNIWARD (C)" means that the corresponding framework is trained on the original basic500K and tested on the central cropped version of basic500K.
images, which is three orders of magnitude larger than the common datasets used in the literature. Our future work will focus on two aspects: (1) more effective deep-learning steganalytic frameworks with higher detection accuracy; (2) further exploration of the application of deep-learning framework on the design of more secure steganography.
